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Io IFTR0OT CTION

Polyvinyl acetate has been •utilized, ag a painting medium 
only in the very recent past, and then only by the very limit
ed few who have become aware of its availability for such use. 
At this writing the only available bibliographical source of 
information on its use In painting is an article in the 
February 19^2 Art Hewa magazine which discusses a painting 
in this medium by Karl Zerbe. To explain what the medium is 
I will quote from that articles "Polyvinyl acetate is a bland 
white cream, a polymer suspended in water. This water base 
relates the medium to gouache in its handling, and distin
guishes it from earlier plastics, such as Duco. The acetate 
requires the addition of a synthetic resin or plasticizer, 
called resoflex, before it can be used. Five to.ten percent 
is; the proportion, a figure pitched on through experiment - 
fifty percent gives you a flexible film resembling artificial 
leather. The resoflex must first be mixed with an equal 
part of water to which is added a small amount of twenty- 
eight percent ammonia, a teaspoonful if you are brewing a 
quart. Stir In the diluted resoflex and let the whole mix
ture set for twenty four hours. Galled by the pleasant name 
of polymer from now on, the prepared.medium has a faint head - 
clearing ammonia smell . . The mixture is entirely benign.
Polyvinyl acetate is used as a white filler for diapers." This
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entirely benign mixture is prepared and sold commercially 
by Polymer Tempera Inc6 s P, 0. Box ^02, Newton 58? Mass,s 
and the product is called by them Polymer Tempera, Since I 
have used their product in this investigation I will here
after refer to the medium as Polymer,

The problem of this investigation is to explore the use 
of polyvinyl acetate as a painting medium; to determine its 
working ■'properties/ its stability9 and the technical advan
tages or disadvantages of its use| to determine the type of 
surface, ground, pigment, technique, and painting style to 
which the medium is most compatible and adaptable. The 
project terminates with a painting in Polymer Tempera which 
attempts to exploit the mediumrs most advantageous qualities, 
and which will also attempt in the single painting to suggest 
the variety of effects and methods of handling possible with 
its use.



II. THE MEDIUM AND TECHNIQUE

Polymer Tempera Is milky white in appearance and of a 
consistency somewhat heavier than that of* thick cream. The 
milkiness disappears upon drying, and the dried medium becomes 
perfectly clear, colorless3 glossy, transparent as glass, 
and extremely hard. Used by itself the medium" is a first- 
class glue and an excellent sizing material for preparing 
rigid painting surfaces. The medium is not compatible with 
oil, and water is. used as a thinning agent,, hence the name 
tempera. I have found one of its most advantageous properties 
as a painting medium 'to- be its rapid dryings a thin painting 
film of it .drying, in three to five minutes. This of course 
allows for. rapid overpalntlng or correction with none of the 
long waits often necessary in the oil technique, and in this 
respect the medium shares with encaustic the possibilities 
for very rapid working.

Since Polymer will not seal properly with'a fat it cannot 
be used over an oil paint ground such as prepared canvas.
It dries to a film flexible enough to admit of Its Use on 
canvas but the canvas would have to be hand prepared and 
kept free;from :any oily or waxy substance. To a surface 
coated with Oil pigment thinned with turpentine I tried 
apelying:Polymer and it seemed to soak right into the oil



. paint„ About five layers were applied before the medium 
seemed to, set and cover the oil film. But when the Polymer 

;yWAs: dry;it..̂ peeled' ofi**-.©asily with a fingernail, and flaked 
; of f entirely ih; large- :thin chips when probed with a palette 
knife,- Xtwill take, however, byer a gesso ground, but 
again, commercially prepared gesso panels are not satisfac- .
. t'ory' One reason for- this is that due :to Polymer®s viseosity 
it should be applied to a- surface with a relatively rough 1 _ 
'tooth^and - it does not penetrate; the smooth fine-grained 
ground on a commercially prepared gesso panelo‘ Ihave tried • 
the' medium on eommerela 1 . ges so panels and found that when : 
dry the painting could be seraped'off with a knife leaving 
the::Smooth ground intact end quite clean. Also 3 since pre- : i ; 
pared gesso panels are usually made of tempered Masonite and -, 
since the tempering process is an oil treatment, it would be 
-Unwise to use them with this medium since it doesn®t Seal 
With- oils, But a hand-prepared gesso ground if given ^
■ ehough"' textwo: and -tooth -- "so ' that the medium will ' grab * if, 
would be quite adequate. , : -1' - : ; 7 ' - .

In saying that dUe to Polymer’s viscosity r;it:' Should be 
applied to.a sunface with a relatively rough tooth, I don’t : 
mean to give the impression that it cannot be used on smooth
■ surfaces or that if so used it can be removed from.them with 
.the; fiickv of a .fingernails On the5 contrary, it can be .
scraped off only with much difficulty - and . considerable pressure, 
and a Polymer painting on a smooth gesso ground won!d



probably remain intaet as a painting Indefinitely -unless 
deliberately seraped ©ff, provided that the first layer's are 
put on thinly and diluted, The medium is after all an excell
ent .glue, and can be used to join together such smooth sur
faces as two glass plates in a bond that would withstand 
tremendous pressure per square inch. But the point is this: 
we are concerned with its use as a painting medium, not a 
glue, and when it is applied to a single smooth surface like
a piece of glass or Masonite and allowed to dry, it can be
scraped off with a knife the same as any other thick glue,
without defacing the surface to which it was applied. . But in
this investigation I was looking for a painting surface from 
which a painting in Polymer could not be scraped with a knife 
without destroying the surface itself," and have found some 
sort of textured painting surface necessary to achieve this.

One type of surface with considerable tooth which 
immediately suggested itself was the ungrounded rough side of 
a Masonite board with its familiar screen-like scoring. In
painting on it with Polymer I found that the medium’fills the

: / ,Ihoislbns since they are of tangible depth, and as many as 
eight colored layers were painted one over the other without 
obscuring the panel’s texture. And I found that if the tex
ture of the panel itself is still apparent and can be felt 
in' the finished painting, it is impossible to remove the 
painting from the surface with a knife without actually 
carving off the ridges of the panel’s surface also. In fact
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.the only objection I found to this, ungrounded Masonite as a 
surface on which to do virtually irremovable paintings in 
Polymer was the fact that the natural color of the panel 
considerably influenced the tone of the painting0 But this 
can be remedied by first applying a gesso ground, which 
should’be kept thin enough so as not to fill the scorings on 
the panelo .

AnothSr surface was made by stretching a piece of damp 
cheesecloth over a commercial gesso panel and gluing it to 
the panel with Polymer„ The cheesecloth was glued over the 
edges and onto the back of the panel several inches in all 
the way around. This surface also provides enough tooth to 
secure an adequate bond of Polymer to the surface, and is. a 
way to utilize smooth gesso panels when painting with this 
medium. A variation would be to substitute for the cheese- 
cloth unbleached muslin, which more nearly approximates the 
grain of traditional painting canvas, although I found cheese
cloth to be a very pleasing and interesting texture to add to 
a painting. When using muslin, however, there is an impor
tant point to be considered. In gluing the muslin to the 
panel with Polymer the medium does not necessarily saturate the 
muslin, and to be sure that the muslin is glued to the panel 
firmly at all points- (this is particularly applicable to 
large panels) the exposed or painting side of -the muslin 
should later be thoroughly saturated with diluted Polymer, 
watery enough to saturate the muslin and penetrate to what
ever parts of the panel were insecurely joined to the muslin
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©m the reverse side« This operation will at the same time 
size the surface and prepare it for painting. .As an economi
cal measure in large paintings, this gluing-sizing step can 
be accomplished through doing the underpainting, if there is 
t© be one, with sufficiently dilute medium, thus accomplishing 
the neat trick, peculiar, I think, to this medium, of sizing 
the painting surface with the underpainting. - ■'

Other painting surfaces for this medium (plaster or 
concrete walls etc.) can of course be used if they comply 
with the non-oily requirement, but for the most durable and 
permanent results in normal easel painting I would recommend 
for the painting support untempered Masonite, or better yet 
Presdwood, either grounded with gesso or covered with cloth--” 
like unbleached muslin or cheesecloth, using the medium it
self' to glue the cloth to the surface.

...To color the medium, standard dry pigments are used, and 
I have found the trickiest part of the Whole Pblymer Tempera 
technique to be the mixing of colors. For one thing a very 
smooth palette must be used so that the pigment can be 
properly ground into the medium and dispersed,'but if the 
standard hard palette or a sheet of glass is used it must be 
wiped or scraped clean immediately after each batch of color 
is mixed and used and before the residue dries; otherwise the 
palette soon becomes covered with a bumpy and gritty impasto 
which would be extremely time-consuming to carve off at the 
end of each painting session, and on top of which it would 
be impossible-to grind colors properly if it weren' t scraped
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off, Bithea? way such procedure is too impractical„ atid a 
better method is to use disposable paper palettes or tracing 
paper, laid over a smooth hard surface. But even this is not 
good when a lot of water is used for dilution, since the vigor
ous and prolonged grinding necessary to disperse the color 
soon disintegrates water-soaked paper and bits of it1 are 
liable to wind up on the painting from which they have to be 
removed when discovered in time, If one intends to do much 
dilution with water and if the disposable paper palettes 
available are not waterproof, I would recommend use of a 
vegetable, parchment like Patapar, or better yet wax-coated 
locker paper, available in rolls eighteen inches wide.

Another problem involved in coloring Polymer and a more 
serious one is that when the colors are mixed with the medium 
on the palette they are deceptively unlike the color value 
and chroma when dried. While mixing colors the medium remains 
milky and opaque, and when it dries and becomes transparent 
the effect oh the color can be disastrous. In general how
ever, value and chroma appearances on the palette become dark
er and-more intense when dried, I have found no way to achieve 
on the palette exactly the value and chroma desired, although 
with experience one learns to anticipate approximately what 
color changes will occur with drying, but it is always only 
a guess and approximation and at times a most hazardous bus
iness, I have spent more time and used more medium in 
correcting and repainting color areas which when dried appear



riot at all as I had Intended than I have on any other single 
problem involved in the Polymer technique; and in my estima- 

, .tlon pne of the very few major.faults with the Polymer tech
nique is.thia:uhpredietab of final color and lack of any
precise contfpl in adjusting value and chroma in the color- 
mixing process ; in relation to how; they will appear after, dry-5 
ingv Of Course- thia can add a certain charm to a technique 
as does the.unpredictability of 'wet-paper * waterColors, but 
when' control •* and .accuracy are required such individualism in - 
a technique is;highly undesirable, .The final color quality 
of fa Polymer painting f is in some respects unique in its k :: 
'erisphess and luminosity3. but with normal handling resembles 
;dpmewhit:- the usual tempera or perhaps gouache qualities of 
color, • . ■: ./ -

One laudable color. feature of the Polymer,technique is:.vo- 
that either a..glaze or an opaque impastq may be achieved with 
the medium, and-, any Off the; pigments may be used for •'either 
effecto Of course all; 'pigments vary in; transparency accord
ing to their refractive indices, but all of them are trans
parent to some extent and nan; be.usediin, glazes with this % 
medium; just as In the oil medium minute amounts, of the more 
opaque. pigments are sometimes added; fo; a glaze'to tone down 

; ©verbrillian.ee:or to rectify lack of solidity. For glazing .
. with Polymer I have found thata ratio of about one part 
pigmehh to twelve or fifteen parts medium results in a satis- 
factory glaze,■With enough water added to result in the
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desired fMlidity* On the other hand, saturation with pigment 
results in opacity, the necessary ratio in this case being 
about four parts medium to three parts pigment by volume; 
but this results in poor dispersion of the color particles 
and a rather gritty and muddy final appearance, and I will 
discuss a better means of opacity later on* I hasten to 
emphasize that these ratios are at best approximations and 
the proportions vary with each pigment, but it will give the 
reader a general idea of how to adjust the hiding-power of 
a glaze; also, the hues, lower in the natural scale of values 
require less pigment proportionally for opacity than do those 
of higher value ( e* g*, raw umber requires less pigment pro
portionally for opacity than does cadmium yellow light * )

A. better means of achieving opacity in the Polymer teeh» 
nique is through addition to the medium of a filler, A filler, 
or inert pigment, is simply a finely powdered substance which 
when mixed with a colored pigment causes no appreciable change 
in its shade or hue. Although manufacturers usually use inert 
pigments as adulterants or cheapeners, many of them may be 
used to impart bulk, tooth, hardness, opacity, etc, to a 
medium. Having low refractive indices, when ground In oil 
they have little or no opacity, but for some reason when mix-? 
ed with aqueous mediums they become less transparent and may 
be used to aid in opacity. Although quite a few inert pig
ments are available (such as asbestine, chalk, gypsum, pumice.
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silica, etc.), the manufacturers of Polymer Tempera reeom- 
mend mica flour for use with their product, although I am 
sure any of„ the others would work equally as well. But since 
I have used mica flour in my investigation I will confine my 
discussion to results obtained with it.

When mica flour is mixed with the Polymer medium it per
forms the .double function of aiding opacity and increasing 
impasto. It:may achieve one effect more than the other accord
ing to what proportions of medium, pigment, and mica are 
mixed together. This is best judged by experience with it, 
but in general the mica flour alone will make the medium 
more opaque, with the final degree of opacity being adjusted 
by the. quantity of both pigment and mica added. A ratio of 
about one part pigment to one part mica flour to four or five 
parts medium usually provides enough opacity to cover any 
layers underneath. Thicker impasto may be achieved by adding 
more mica flour. With about equal proportions of medium to 
mica flour by volume a pasty impasto similar to flour-water 
paste results. If the desired impasto is achieved after mix
ing and applying a batch but not the proper color, this can 
usually be remedied by adjustment with.transparent glazes, 
provided the impasto layer is lighter in hue and value than 
the glaze. If the impasto layer is dark and of the wrong 
color it usually has to be covered with more impasto for 
correction. '



I might add that when mica flour is used it is best to grind 
the ;colpr in the medium; thoroughly before adding the mica, • :
;since this seems to result’ in better pigment dispersion.
(The same is true with addition of water - grind the color 
f irsfj,: then Vadd the; water, ■' ;

D u e  t o  t h e  m e d i u m ’ s  c a p a e i t y  f o r  b u i l d i n g :u p  v e r y  I m 
p r e s s  i v e  i m p a s t o s  w i t h o u t  d a r i g e r s  o f  t h e  p a i n t : f i l m  c r a c k i n g . ? ,  
i t  w i l l - l e n d  i t s e l f  v e r y  w e l l  t o  s t y l e s  o f . p a i n t i n g  w h i c h  a r e  
m o r e  p r e o c c u p i e d ,  w i t h  s u c h  e f f e c t s  t h a n  t h e y  a r e  w  1t h  d r a f t s -  
m a n s h i p . - 3h e  o n l y  o t h e r  p a i n t  I  k n o w  o f  w h i c h  s a f e l y  l e n d s  
I t s e l f  v t o  s i m i l a r  i m p a s t d ' t r e a t m e n t  i s  S h i v a  U n d e r  p a  i n  t  i n g  ;. 

- ' I h i t e  t i h  t h e  ‘o i l  m e d i p m v  : ; : : : ■ v  o  : ■ ; ■
:;lhls . Pdlymer impasto: however does not have the appear- : f. 

ance achievable in: oil of rather,wormlike gobs of paint which 
can"be applied right from the tube The impasto is built dp 
more slowly here: and in larger areas but the same and greater 
•dimensions of depth may be achieved. A feature of.the im- : 
pastd possible in the Polymer medium is that it may be built 
into thick transparent layers dhich have bulk as well as - 
:tranalucency« In oil of course a thick and bulky under- . > ft 
painting may be done in impasto and.:glaKed with transparent- 
films/but the ; thickness of the actual'colored films, remains . 
'negligible- due to the .thinness- of oil glazes<, With Polymer 
thick transparent layers may be .piled one over anothers 
achieving much greater actual depth of colored transparent ■; f



. ;; : :paiat, firttli; of eQaj3?se • a dll’ferenfe opt!ca 1 effect0- This ...
Is hrre -of the very inter©sting features of this medium, which y
will allow of much experimentation. And fm? ■ those, painters 
who delight in imbedding in their paintings or adding to' the ' 

y - surface such textural materials as 'sands string, sequins,, : ; 'I ;
: V = pebblesg hirdseedp etc0 etc» this medium is a natural, being;
• '  d glue which will hold any such additions firmly and’ •per-

- Another possible aid to painting with the Polymer medium ■
. is provided by the manufacturer in the form of a retarder to
-f y slow down the speed ■ of drying. This retarder is a thick;; , .

f \ glycerin- iike fluid which imparts to the medium handling \ ./-y f -. 
qualities somewhat like dlls, in. that It admits of the hiend=
: ing of values possihle in oil by, scrubbing them one into the - '

y ‘ y; 1 other, However this seemed to me to he: f oreing.- the medium t© . yf y 
perform in a manner not natural t© its inherent qualities, so
I didn't push it in that direction. The most valuable use I .
found/ fof the retarder was that it 'aflowsy several-/colbrs to / y 

y. kept on the palette to be used one with' the other6
. • : : Ordinarily in painting with Polymer only one color at a time 

, can be mixed on the palette and it has to be used immediately,; 
before it hardens. Then another color is mixed and applied -/ ; 
until it is used unf then another, and so on. This of "course •, 

■'"■y.;' limits the -oalnter no end and demands extreme facility and y / y • 
y>: / " yy sureness, in planning and mixing of colors, with any mlstakes



Toeing: M  oorreotable except by repainting^ ; It also 
resultss of course3 In.rather flat and well defined areas of 
different colors on the palhtihg* : This is the feature of the 
Polymer technique which;I found:most limiting and objection- 
able 3 and which negates achievement of any of the ?morbidezza8 
bos s ibda" wl th ni 1 s , Bub the r et ar der he Ip s correct this 
fault, somewhat by allowing the painter to mix several colors ' 
on the palette and by keeping any of the colors from drying: .
. before; they nre all,used. The painter must gauge by his
own' usuallpalnting" speed--and habits ■how-many colors to m ; -
at once and how much of: each. . As to how much; fhe;retarder ;
: slows down the'drying3 it of course varies with the amounts ; 
added,r The • re tarder itself«, when spread outwith the finger p 
in an average f ilm3 ; dries in approximately one hour, yThe-i 
medium- in a similar;film would dry in three to f ive minutess 
.So the proportions of each to be used can be gauged accord
ingly , In. general = I found that a sparse use of the retarder 
is sUf fleiehtj the proportions being . something lihe one part ; 
retarder to six op seren; parts medium, : : • f; ; y ; ' . i ;,
. - . The actual.technique of painting with-Polymers while . _
; having - ; some limitations? IS; not rigld 'as are most tempera ; ■'
techniques, I have fouhd the medium to be versatile^ and : 
.numerous ways of; • painting ;wlth'. It:-are pos sibley - . ; •

; The standard' procedure of' traditional tempera techni
que may be used, although the Inherent' transparency,of ; 1 . - 
.Polymer must be adjusted to coincide more or less:.:with the > /
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degree of opacity common to Sgg-tempera if a similar effect 
is desired. The. process begins with sizing of a painting 
surface.,, then application of a gesso ground. Over this 
ground the drawing is applied with either lead pencil or 
dilute colored medium. The painting can be done on this 
thinly and with much dilution, using soft brushes, with grad
ations of color and modelling of forms achieved with fine 
strokes or hatching rather than by the oil technique of blend
ing, or scumbling. This procedure is very difficult with 
Polymer however, since the medium’s viscosity and rapid jell
ing on the palette make fine lines or hatching difficult and 
very tedious to achieve throughout a whole painting. But 
using broader and freer colored lines for hatching and modell
ing can readily be done and will approximate the usual tempera 
technique. Since the medium dries glossy and hard ho final 
varnish is needed-here as used with egg-tempera.

The procedures of mixed technique (combination of opaque 
tempera and transparent oil glazes ) or of the oil technique 
when using glazes can also be used, although with Polymer the 
same medium is used throughout. The drawing is placed over 
the ground, then a monochrome tone is put over the whole 
surface, or thin light glazes of local color may be applied 
to individual areas. When the whole surface is covered in 
this way forms may be heightened with opaque white or light 
values of local color and more glazes added. Light and dark, 
areas may be accented opaquely as the painting progresses.



;OT large dark areas may be.achieved through successlvelayers;: 
df d@eply5,colored ;:glaze;o> The ./complete drying necessary be- / 
tweenj application of layers wlaich is a time-consuming. factor 
in tlie ..traditional mixed or 'oil techniques is not a problem 
-with Polymer since all layers dry in a matter of"minutes® 
However'the. accurate draftsmanship possible in other techni- 
;ques i s not as readily a chieved w1th Polymer due to i ts natur
al antipathy to finely detail eel work f But/this ' aiternation 1
of opaque and glaze layers can be used; very successfully with - 
Polymer when detailed draftsmanship is not of prime importance 
as in the more expressionistic or looser approaches-used in 
abstract or non-ob1ectlve painting; . 1
;' ;-The direct method of painting can also be usofts that is,
color of the desired- hue and value is .mixed opaquely and appl
ied directly to the surface with or without a preliminary' 
drawiiig5 with this type of painting/usually resulting in a 
more pronounced Impasto than the other techniques,, However p 
since the final dried color Is very ;hard to. anticipate In V: 
Polymer temp era. due to change in .appearance when drying this:/ 
technique does not lend itself too readily to Polymer unless 
glazes are admitted to correct color» .

It is possible to achieve paint qualities with Polymer
that are not qharacteristic of ■ any other,medium ahd' that are " -; 
in fact difficult .to describe or compare.with other mediums, V 
One of these is the effect achievable- by glazing layers of
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various colors one over the other using a painting knife 
rather than a brush. The undiluted medium, does not tend to 
level itself when done this way as oil would, but each stroke 
with the knife remains more or less separates and even the 
very first layer done in this way in monochrome on a smooth 
gesso panel does not result in a smooth homogeneous coating 
but shows in a transparent manner the overlaps of knife 
Strokes, This lends an irregular character of very thin 
depressions and ridges to the coating, due to the extremely 
rapid drying when spread out thin, and the second layer will 
Of course be even more irregular due to the character of the 
first. So after a few layers of different colors apnlied in 
this manner a somewhat dappled or mottled effect occurs, 
even though the total paint film is still very thin, and very 
lively and extremely interesting surface qualities of color 
result. This is, I realize, a vague description of what 
happens, and the effect can only be realized b y ’seeing it.
But it is one that can be used to very great advantage in 
abstract or non-objective paintings where modelling in 
chiaroscuro is not required but where interest lies more in 
lively surface . effects of color and texture. _ Incidentally, 
the most satisfactory way I have found to glaze with the knife 
in this manner is to have the panel horizontal, since the 
medium drips off the knife and down the arm, on the floor 
etc, if the painting surface is vertical. ;
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Another textural feature characteristic of Polymer can 
he achieved by brushing lightly and rapidly over the surface 
using a- small soft brush, taking care to just barely touch 
the surface with each stroke. The manipulation is compar
able to ..dry-brushing in the oil technique. . When dorie in Poly
mer the paint is denosited on the surface in tlhy distinct 
beads, which grow larger with successive applications and 
multicolored in case different colors are:used one.after the 
other.' When done with lighter paint over darker a shimmering 
dptioa-lly-mixed color can be attained, and- a distinctive 
three-dimensional texture of tiny paint beads can be piled 
up on the surfaceo This device can be used to relieve the 
monotony of a flat and perhaps uninteresting darker area, or 
to achieve-a unif orm textural pattern over an entire small 
painting.': I say small painting since I feel that this parti
cular textural quality,, being highly regular, would be too 
Obtrusive or monotonous if applied over an entire large 
painting.

Perhaps the most characteristic surface quality of v 
Polymer is its bulk or. impasto, even when handled in a trans
parent manner. A very thick impasto can be achieved with this 
niedium'without the danger' of cracking so prominent in the oil 
technique, and in this respect the surface quality of a 
Polymer painting is most nearly like the impasto of an 
encaustic the surface of which has not been leveled by the
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burning-in process of encaustic technique» In fact it is 
difficult to obtain with Polymer the slick surface possible 
in oil or other tempera technique's9. and this tendency of the . 
medium to build up impasto should of course be utilized in 
painting with ito

Regarding the sheer craft of painting with Polymer.9 I 
have found that.the inherent character of the medium dictates 
Pertain tools and procedures. For one thing bristle brushes 
are not satisfactory. Soft brushes are most suitable for 
painting with Polymers as I believe they are with most 
aqueous mediums. ' :But in painting with Polymer I would re
commend that the painter consider brushes as expendable* In 
the oil technique of course an investment in good brushes is 
a sound one, since they can be cleaned readily and with 
proper care one good brush will outlast and retain its shape 
better than several cheaper ones. In the Polymer technique 
however, since the medium Is a glue, brushes tend to retain 
glue near the ferrules and before long become rigid in that 
area and may as well be discarded. For that reason cheap 
Soft brushes should be used and I have found them quite 
satisfactory, since retention of brush shape is not as im
portant in the Polymer technique as it is in oil painting.
For cleaning brushes while painting a small pan of water is 
used but this water quickly becomes cloudy and dirty and should 
not be used at the same time for diluting the medium.

H im  of-Arizona Library
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A separate' jar or bottle of clean, preferably distilled, 
water should be kept handy for dilution and provided' with a 
dropper or small syringe..../"When the medium is to be diluted 
I have found it preferable to mix the pigment thoroughly in 
the undiluted medium before adding the water, since the 
pigment seems to disperse better this way.

The permanence and durability of a Polymer Tempera 
painting far surpass that of any other medium with which I 
am familiar, The medium sets and dries very quickly as I, 
have already indicated, and there seems to be little or no 
danger of cracking as with oils. The dried painting is ex
tremely hard, and 1 have pounded with a hammer on a Polymer 
painting done on Masonite with no apparent damage to the 
paintingo. In fact I pounded hard enough to break the 1/8 
inch thick panel and when this happened the paint' film broke 
cleanly along the fractured edges with no chipping or 
splintering otherwise. Once dried the paint film is no 
longer soluble in water. Among all standard painting tech
niques encaustic is generally regarded as among the most 
durable and permanent, although it will crack with excessive 
dold and also has the wax sof tness which may' easily be; •;
scratched or gouged, accidentally or deliberately. A-Polymer 
painting however will not scratch or gouge easily and'consid
erable force is necessary to even carve it with a knife,in 
the same way a piece of solid plastic would have to be carved
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With the same care normally given t© other fine art paintings* 
a painting in the polyvinyl acetate medium will* I believe* be 
more resistant to damage or deterioration and more durable and 
permanent than paintings in any other known medium» Of course 
only the test of time will prove this* but on the basis of 
what we know about the durability of other mediums compared - 
to the qualities I have found in Polymer* I think the presump
tion will prove justified. In fact even a freshly done paint
ing in Polymer is more difficult to remove forcibly from the 
surface than paintings of any other kind. If attacked with 
a knife a Polymer painting has to be literally carved off 
the surface. Soaking in water will not destroy the paint 
film* although prolonged soaking may loosen the bond between 
paint and surface to the extent that the entire paint film 
may lift right off.from the support or painting surface.
When commercial paint and varnish remover containing Benzol 
volatile solvent is brushed onto a Polymer painting the paint 
film becomes soft and rubbery in a few minutes and can then 
be scraped off quite easily* provided the painting has been 
applied to a smooth gesso surface. On a more textured or 
porous surface of course it would be more difficult to re
move even though softened in this way. Alcohol and carbolic 
acid will also soften the paint film to a gooey consistency 
within a few minutes* as will acetone. Concentrated nitric 
acid will soften the dried medium somewhat but not as notice
ably as alcohol. Turpentine* ammonia* and benzine have no
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noticeable effect as solvents on a Polymer painting.
Encaustic and Polymer were applied side by side on a panel 
and an electric hot-plate was held inverted over the surface 
at a distance of about six inches; although it takes a con
siderably prolonged application of heat in this manner to 
melt the encaustic medium (beeswax fortified with damar resin 
nothing happened to the Polymer in the way of melting or 
burning. In shorts due to Polymer1 s extreme hardness, re
sistance to extremes of temperature,, resistance to common 
solvents, and capacity to'withstand hard treatment physically 
a painting properly done. in the Polymer medium may be re
garded as practically foolproof under the handling or 
atmospheric conditions to which paintings are normally 
subjected.
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■tZt* THE PAIHTim

Sitiee the painting which climaxes this investigation 
was done, as an illustration and utilisation of the physical, 
chemiealgvand optical properties of the polyvinyl acetate 
medium in a technical and methodological sense9 I will discuss 
it. in those terms rather than in esthetic onesi

Masonite board of one-quarter inch thickness was chosen 
for the painting support9 the size of the panel being I4.8 by 
77.6 inches« Since the panel was large enough to curve and 
bend of its own weight it was braced by gluing and nailing 
it to a frame of Douglas fir 2 x 2 1 s5 with the bracing done 
on the smooth side of the panel. The textured side and edges 
of the panel were then Sized with a coating of the diluted 
medium used as glue, preparatory to' covering it with un
bleached muslin, (The textured. rather than the; smooth side 
of the panel was chosen to receive the muslin because of its 
tooth9 since it was felt that a firmer bond would thus be 
achieved,) When the size had dried a sheet of unbleached 
muslin was glued to the panel with the medium and over the 
edges onto the bracing. Muslin was applied' as a ground on 
which to paint rather than gesso because Masonite is loose 
in texture and subject to much internal expansion" and con
traction, and gesso grounds on Masonite are likely to crack 
because qf its internal movement. It was also felt that
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muslin would provide more tooth .for the medium to grab than 
would gesso„ (If a gesso panel is desired the best support 
to use is Presdwoodj, which eon tains the same ingredients as 
Masonite but which is welded into a permanent and compact 
hard mass by exploding the wood-fiber ingredients under steam 
pressure - 1000 pounds per square inch -■ and pressing the re
fined pulp with heat. This final pressure5 which Masonite 
does not receive, makes Presdwood the more hard and compact 
of the two.)

Since I felt that the subject matter of the painting was 
of only secondary importance in this investigation, a theme 
was chosen arbitrarily. The composition is of montage type 
with the theme based on the character and amazing history of 
witchcraft as exemplified by the frenetic occurrences in 
Salem, 1692. Actual elements in the composition were all . 
derived directly from drawings, engravings, and woodcuts - 
some contemporary with the theme - found in literature on 
the subject, and the separate elements were arranged and 
combined into a composite amenable to the proportions of this 
particular format. A montage style was used since it was 
felt to enhance the un-earthly implications of the theme. 
Since the primary concern here was with the technicalities 
of polyvinyl acetate as a painting medium, my main esthetic 
aim in this particular painting was limited to getting the 
painting to convey the mood of the theme, an attitude toward
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a painting which is the reverse of my usual preference for 
considering paintings primarily on formal esthetic grounds 
and only secondarily on technical ones.

To return to the painting on a physical plane, after the 
muslin had been glued to the panel a line drawing of the com
position was done on it using dilute medium colored with 
Venetian red. Proposed dark areas were washed with Venetian 
red, proposed light areas left blank. Then all areas were 
given washes of local color heightened with white, with special 
care being taken to saturate the muslin in this first coating 
for reasons of achieving the combination gluing - sizing - 
underpainting step that I described earlier. The next step, 
and the one which continued until completion of the painting, 
was heightening of the forms with opaque white or color high 
in value followed by transparent glazes to pull together 
light and dark areas. Areas were darkened either by opaque 
layers, deep glazes, or by scumbling dark over light. In 
glazing it was found that light over dark did not work 
successfully with Polymer, with a dark color being difficult 
to alter by a light glaze. Darker over lighter however works 
excellently. The important rule of thumb in the oil technique 
about ’fat ever lean9 need not be Considered in this medium, 
since dilute layers may be safely applied over undiluted or 
9fat8 ones. . In scumbling, or dry-brushing, I found the re
verse of the glazing sequence to be most desirable - that is,
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light over dark produced lively and effective optical resultss 
whereas dark over light resulted in what. I felt to be ’dirty1 
results.

Due to the medium’s inherent aversion to finely detailed 
draftsmanship or blending of values9 I modelled most forms in 
a rather stark juxtaposition of either light and dark values 
or dissimilar hues - a modelling in other words most akin to 
that of ’direct painting8 in the oil technique, although here 
I tried to refine such modelling with the addition of colored 
glazes. You could perhaps best describe the type of modelling 
most natural to the Polymer tempera technique as being a sort 
of sophisticated ’Eotan1, although with constant use of the 
retarder the possibiliteS of blending common to the oil 
technique are increased, (I personally used very little re
tarder since the rapid-drying feature of Polymer is one I am 
most appreciative of - the other being its extreme hardness 
and durability,)

' I hope the painting illustrates what I have found to be 
the most natural and satisfactory way of working in the 
Polymer medium, e,g, a combination of opaque direct painting 
with transparent glazes used to modify individual areas and ■ 
unify the whole painting. One major potentiality of the 
medium:which is not demonstrated in the painting is its 
capacity for extremely thick and textural impastos which may 
be done without fears about cracking, and the other is the
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surface color quality possible through glazing with the knife 
on a smooth gesso surface. Both however will be readily dis
coverable. to anyone who cares to experiment with the technique<, 

Purely as a matter of record I will list the hues of dry 
pigment used in this particular painting? Titanium whites 
Cadmium yellow light, Cadmium yellow medium^ Cadmium orange <, 
Cadmium red light. Cadmium red medium. Alizarin crimson, 
Viridian, Green earth, Phthalocyanine green. Cerulean blue, 
French ultramarine blue, Phthalocyanine blue. Cobalt blue. 
Yellow, ochre. Raw sienna. Burnt sienna, Venetian red, Burnt 
umber, and Ivory black„
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IV, SWMART AHD 00UGLUSI01S

' A siaimnary analysis of this investigation of polyvinyl 
acetate as a medium in painting will necessarily be tinged 
with my own personal preferences in regard to the advan
tageous or disadvantageous qualities of a particular painting 
medium. However 1 will try to indicate wherever it seems 
necessary the distinction between a clearly defined physical 
fact and a purely personal preference.

Several things can be said about polyvinyl acetate as a 
painting medium in an indisputable physical sense; it dries 
very rapidly, it dries to an extreme degree of hardnesss it 
is difficult to use In a highly detailed manner, it admits 
of spectacular impasto effects with an assured stability, 
it can be used on either a grounded or non-grounded surface9 
it is not compatible with oil, it is a first-rate glue and 
can be used as its own. size, alcohol or acetone may be used 
as solvents. It uses water as a thinner, it may be used 
'either transparently or opaquely, it has several character
istic paint qualities, it is resistant to many common paint 
solvents, it can be used in various manners of painting, and 
it possesses a combination of numerous particular technical 
advantages of the various other painting mediums and 
techniqueso



Although Polymer painting;is actually a tempera technique,
I found it more like encaustic than any other technique. And,
Us I have indicated,, the best and most natural way to. use it 
seems to be the following; 1) Use a rigids non-oily painting
surf ace (preferably untempered Presdwoold) grounded with either 
gesso oh clothe 2) Use. water, for dilution^ dry pigments .for;gy- 
color, soft brushes, mica flour for opac1ty and impasto, and 
the f etgrder 'to s l o w  down drying, 3 )  Use a combination of 
direct'opaque painting and transparent glazes„ if .

Although the Polymer technique does not lend; itself 
’readily:to detailed or precision painting, it seems .excellent • 
for anything elses and should have particulary’interesting : ’ 
applications to the current experimental abstract: and non- 11;'f ; 
pblective styles, due to;its qualities of :color, texture, rapid 
/ drying,;;:impasto, .durability, and permanence. And due to the 
last twd:: qua lit le s ,• : 11 .should also prove excellent for murals; . 
pr tsimilar paihting which may be subjected to the weather f 
jeiements or other rugged conditlohsv v .

The medium is by no means easy to work with and demands 
considerable perseverence and patience and facility from the 
artist, but I feel that the end results are well worth the f ' 
trouble„ In. my own case, I have become a.complete convert to. 
this palhting medium since using it, and now prefer If to any 
other tiedlum I have tried except perhaps encaustic f ; .' ■ff;:;;-:

As to economy, the medium Seems as cheap to use as any
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other permanent onej, and about a dollar's worth of it is more 
than enough for the average sized easel paintingc And if 
Polymer Tempera is not available, there is now on the market 
a glue under the trade name of Vilhold which can be used in 
ebcactly the same manner and which has appearance and working 
properties that are identical with Polymer Tempera, since it 
Is also made apparently of a polyvinyl acetate base. The 
only difference I could find was that Wilhold glue does not 
dry to as glossy a finish.

Since polyvinyl acetate as a painting medium is new and 
unexplored and currently used by only one well known painter, 
Earl Serbe, it provides fertile, ground for any adventurous 
souls who wish to explore, experiment, and possibly widen the 
horizon of present- artistic.accomplishments and possibilities.
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